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Abstract - -  A 'sandwich graph' is obtained by connecting the corresponding vertices of two copies 
of a given graph. We show how a good total exchange ~h[gorithm for a sandwich graph can be obtained 
from a good tot~] exchange algorithm for its components. Applying this result o the hypercube, we 
obtain an optimal algorithm for total exchange on the hypercube. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we consider a network of processors that are interconnected through communica- 
tion lines, such that every node is connected to several of the other nodes. Such a processor 
configuration can be described by means of a connected graph G = (V, E), consisting of a set V 
of nodes (vertices) and a set E of edges connecting vertices. 
The nodes can send messages to their neighbours simultaneously across different connections, 
but at most one message at the time across the same connection. Sending a message f~om one 
node to another (non-neighbour) node is done by passing messages between earest neighbours: 
a message sent by a node n (called the source of the message) to a node m (called the destination 
of the message) must cross a sequence of intermediate nodes starting at n and ending at m. 
Several communication problems concerning parallel data exchange on such configurations can 
be studied. In such a problem one only considers the time needed for passing data between two 
nodes, and one assumes that the time needed for extra processing within each node is negligible. 
Furthermore we assume that the transmission of messages can take place only at discrete time 
intervals. 
Here we consider one such communication problem: the total ezchange problem, where every 
node has to send a (different) message to every other node in the graph. It is a subject of current 
research [1-3] to find an optimal algorithm, which accomplishes this in the shortest possible time 
for a given configuration. 
Given a graph G, we define the sandwich graph 2G to be the graph constructed from G by 
taking two copies G ~ and G" of G and joining all pairs of corresponding vertices. If G has v 
vertices and • edges, then 2G has 2v vertices and 2e + v edges. 
In this paper, we will show how a 'good' total exchange algorithm for the sandwich graph 2G 
can be obtained out of a 'good' total exchange algorithm for G. We will apply this to the 
hypercube, which can be considered as a sandwich graph, and this will lead us to an optimal 
algorithm for total exchange on the hypercube. 
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2. TOTAL EXCHANGE ON SANDWICH GRAPHS 
Given a total exchange algorithm A on a graph G, we define the launching pattern LA(n) of a 
given node n in that graph to be the sequence nl, n2,. . . ,  n~ of integers, where ni is the number 
of messages with source n that are sent (launched) from node n at time i. t is the total execution 
time taken by the algorithm. We have the property 
t 
E n i  "-  I) - -  1, 
i--1 
where v is the number of vertices of G. 
We can now prove the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. Given a total exchange algorithm A on a graph G with execution time t, such that 
for every node n the hunching pattern 
LA(n) = (hi , . . .  ,n,) 
has the property 
i 
En j<t+i -1 ,  Vi, O<i<t .  (1) 
j= l  
then there exists a total exchange algorithm A' on 2G with execution time 2t. 
PROOF. The algorithm A ~ consists of two phases. In phase 1 algorithm A is used on G' to 
distribute all messages that have both their source and destination i G', and at the same time 
(in paralhl) algorithm A is used on G" to distribute all messages that have both their source and 
destination i G". 
In phase 2 algorithm A is used on G' to distribute all messages that have their source in G" 
but their destination i  G', and at the same time algorithm A is used on G" to distribute all 
messages with source in G' and destination i G". 
For phase 2 to be possible, a message with source n" and destination m' must already be 
present at node n' at the time algorithm A (in phase 2) wants to launch the message with 
destination m' from n'. This is made possible by already shifting a number of these messages 
from node n to n' during phase 1. 
From the fact that algorithm A takes t units of time, it follows that at the start of phase 2, t 
messages can already be available at node n' to be processed by the second pass of algorithm A. 
Now algorithm A needs exactly nl messages at node n' in step 1, so we must have nl < t. After 
step 1, t - nl messages remain, and one new message has arrived from n"; hence we must have 
t - nx + 1 > n2. Continuing in the same manner we get the general formula (1). 
It is easily seen that an algorithm A' can be constructed if at phase 2 all messages that A 
needs to launch can indeed be available at that time, so the above condition is sufficient. The 
only messages which we didn't consider explicitly here are those with source n' and destination 
n", but they can always be sent during the last step of algorithm A in phase 2, Indeed, note that 
the special case j --- n in formula (1) implies the condition v < 2t, so these messages can be sent 
at step v of algorithm A'. 1 
THEOREM 2. //" algorithm A on grnph G satiates equation (1), then algorithm A' on graph 2G 
also satisfies equation (1). 
Pltoor. Let us compute the launching patterns for algorithm A'. Messages axe launched uring 
the first phase by algorithm A, and also during the first v steps one message is sent from each 
node to its complementary node. Hence, if v < t, 
La,(n') = (ha + 1,... ,nv + 1,nv+l,...  ,n t ,~ ,  
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and if v > t, 
Hence, if we write 
then we have 
Now, if i _< t, then 
z , , ( , ' )  = + 1 , . . . ,n ,  + 
v--t  2t--v 
LA,(rl') = (n ; , . . . ,  rl~,), 
nj_ '  <n j+ l ,  i f l< j<t , _  _ 
n j_ '  <1,  i f t< j<2t .  
i i i 
Zn;  -< Z (n-/+l) : Z n j+ i  
j=l  j=l  .~-----I 
and, if i > t, then 
i 
t+ i - l+t  = ~+i -1 ,  
En}  = Zn;+ Z n; < Z(n j+ l )+ E 1 
j----1 j= l  j=t+l  ./=1 j=t-[-1 
t 
= ~'~n j+t+i - t  < t+t - l+t+i - t=2t+i -1 .  
j=l 
1 
Theorems 1 and 2 can be used to prove the existence of a 'good' total exchange algorithm on 
a variety of graphs. As an example we consider the hypercube. 
3. TOTAL EXCHANGE ON THE HYPERCUBE 
A d-dimensional hypercube, or d-cube, can be considered as a processor configuration i which 
the nodes form the corners of a d-dimensional cube, i.e., the set of all points in d-dimensional 
space with each coordinate qual to zero or one, and for which a communication llnk exists 
between every two points differing in a single coordinate. Using d-bit binary notation the nodes 
can he numbered from 00...  0 up to 11... 1; two nodes are connected if and only if their binary 
representations differ in exactly one bit position, connected in such a way that each node has 
d neighbours. The theoretical lower bound for total exchange on the hypercube is known to be 
2 d-I [1]. 
A hypereube of any dimension can be constructed by connecting lower-dimension hypercubes, 
starting with a l-cube, in the following way [1]. We start with two (d -  1)-cubes and introduce 
a link connecting pairs of nodes with the same binary representation. This results in a d-cube in 
which the binary representation for each node is obtained by adding a leading 0 or a leading 1 
to the previous binary representation of the node, depending on whether the node belongs to 
the first or to the second (d -  1)-cube. Thus a hypereube can recursively be constructed as a 
sandwich graph with lower-dimension hypercubes as components, which leads us to the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3. There is a total exchange algorithm on the hypercube of dimension d which takes 
time 2 d- I 
PROOF. On the 1-dimensional hypercube (d = 1, v = 2) it is easily seen that a one step al- 
gorithm exists, with launching pattern (1), for both nodes. Clearly for every node n we have 
1 = nl < t = 1, therefore the 1-dimensional hypereube satisfies equation (1). The theorem now 
follows by induction from Theorems 1 and 2, and from the fact that, if G is a d-dimensional 
hypercube, then 2G is a d + 1-dimensional hypercube. 1 
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